Knowledge of the orientations of several 0~ plates inherited from the body-centred-cubic-hexagonal-closepacked phase transformation of a fl grain allows us to determine the orientation of the latter, provided that a strict orientation relation between the two lattices exists. This contribution discusses the problem of the uniqueness of the solution and leads to the conclusion that the number of different 0~ orientations required for that purpose is three in the less favourable case but is reduced to two in the most favourable case.
Introduction
During the solid-state phase transformation, a parent grain existing at high temperature is transformed during cooling into several plates, the orientations of which are generally strictly correlated with the orientation of the parent grain. In the case of the body-centred-cubic-tohexagonal-close-packed (b.c.c.-h.c.p.) transformation (titanium, zirconium and their alloys), the orientation relation of Burgers (1934) is very often observed.
The distribution of the orientations (texture) of parent fl grains present at high temperature would give a great deal of information for the understanding of the mechanisms that influence the phase transformation. The direct determination of the orientation of a parent fl grain is not easy, because it requires diffraction experiments through a high-temperature furnace. An indirect method was worked out and presented elsewhere without practical details by Humbert, Moustahfid, Wagner & Philippe (1994) . It consists of determination of the orientation of the parent fl grain by correlation of the orientations of several inherited ct plates obtained in its phase transformation. The orientations of such inherited 0c plates can be obtained from electron back-scattering patterns. This contribution describes in detail a way of calculating a t-grain orientation. It particularly discusses the conditions for obtaining a unique solution.
The orientation of a parent fl crystal is characterized by the rotation, G, which transforms the sample coordinate system into the crystal coordinate system. The rotation G can be expressed by Euler angles (Bunge, 1982) . Owing to the crystal symmetry, the orientation of a parent fl crystal is also determined by the rotation G followed by a rotation S~ that belongs to the rotational elements of the symmetry group, G ~, of the crystal. An orientation is then completely determined by one of the rotations S~G. In the case of a cubic crystal, there are 24 elements S(, as shown in Table 1 . Therefore, the 24 rotations S~G characterize one and the same parent orientation.
The orientation relation between a parent fl orientation and an inherited ct orientation is conventionally given in terms of a family of rows and a family of planes that remain parallel or almost parallel in both phases. The Burgers relation, which is generally observed in the b.c.c.-h.c.p, transformation, is The corresponding matrix D of the coordinate transformation that allows us to express the components of an h.c.p, vector in the b.c.c, reference frame is o From the set of the 24 rotations S~G that characterize the parent-crystal orientation, it is easy to deduce the orientations of the inherited 0t plates by the left product of the rotations S~G and the rotation D that describes one 
orientation relation between ~ and fl lattices:
Since there are 24 S/~'s, one obtains 24 rotations DS~G that characterize different new 0t orientations, but the number of the new orientations may be less than 24 (Humbert, Wagner & Esling, 1992) . One has to take the commutation properties of D into account. As a matter of fact, using the Burgers relation [ (1)], one observes the commutation relation
in which nC2z is the rotation of n around the c axis of the hexagonal crystal (see Table 2 ) and CC2a is a rotation of around the binary axis [110] in the cubic crystal (see Table 1 ). Relation (3) induces us to split the 24 S~'s into two subsets of 12 rotations. The first set (S{~...$12) # is formed by:
and the second subset by (Sl~3...S~4) in such a way that 
CC2aSifl for i running from 1 to 12:
Thus, one can deduce from (2) and (3) that only 12 new orientations exist, because, for i fixed, rotations DSi~2+/G and DS~G characterize the same ~ orientation according to
Indeed, we recall that the product with an element of the hexagonal symmetry at the left side gives a new rotation, but one that corresponds to the same orientation of the inherited ~ lattice. For fixed index i, one can deduce the set of 12 rotations that characterizes an inherited orientation of the new phase a: S~DS~G.
Indeed S~ is any element of the rotational symmetry group of the hexagonal crystal that contains 12 elements listed in Table 2 . These 12 new a orientations inherited from the former fl orientation are called variants. We must emphasize that one variant is determined by the corresponding value of the index i (ranging from 1 to 12) and is characterized by any one of the 12 rotations S~DS~G (j = 1, 2, ..., 12), because index j determines a symmetrically equivalent rotation.
Determination of the parent orientation from the inherited variants
The purpose of this section is to show how it is possible to determine a parent fl orientation from the orientation of few inherited ~ variants. If the orientation of only one ~ variant is known and described by rotation G', six different fl orientations can be found as possible parent orientations. This can be demonstrated in the following way. The parent fl orientations are described by the different rotations
which are built in a similar way as in (2). But now the symmetry elements S~ are hexagonal and rotation 0 -1 transforms the hexagonal reference frame into a cubic one. By assuming that the elements Sf have been arranged in such a way that Sf (j = 1...6) and 8;+ 6 are related by the following relation: 5;+ 6 : (HC2z)-is;
and using commutation relation (3), one can classify the 12 rotations expressed by (8) In a transformed fl crystal, each a variant allows us to calculate a set of six potential parent fl orientations. Of course, the orientation of the true and single parent fl crystal corresponds to the orientation common to each set. The following part details an efficient strategy for searching the parent fl orientation.
Let us assume that two rotations, G' and G", which characterize the orientations of two different variants inherited from the same parent fl crystal have been determined from electron back-scattering patterns (Dingley, 1988 ). According to (7), rotations G' and G" must be related to rotation G of the fl parent by = " G"= S;2DS~G = Giz/2 (10) G' S~ DS~G --Gi, A ,
In these relations, indices il and i2, determining cubic symmetry elements, are fixed but unknown, as are indicesjl and j2 for the hexagonal symmetry. In order to find the rotation G or one of the symmetrically equivalent rotations S~G that characterize the corresponding parent ,6 orientation, the product of rotations G'(G") -1 is formed:
= S. ~:, DS~ (S~)-' D-I (S~2)~, -1 --S?DS~mD -I :')-1 --j, (S~ 2 . (11)
The rotation product G'(G") -l and the corresponding inverse rotation G"(G') -" describe the misorientation between the two variants:
(1 1')
In fact, in (11) variants. Therefore, we study the problem of the multiplicity of the solutions by analysing each case.
First of all, we show that the analysis can be restricted to 11 cases. For that purpose, we build the 24 rotations Gi = DS~G for 1 < i < 24 that correspond to inherited rotations and then we consider the rotation products
If k > 12, S~ belongs to the set of rotations defined in (5) in accordance with the partition introduced in §2. In this case, S~ can be written as ¢C2,,S~ (l = k -12), in which S~ belongs to the set of rotations (4). Consequently, the product G,(Gj)-l can be written DS~D-' = HEDSk~D -' nE for k _< 12,
HE being the identity, or DS~D -1 = Dcc2~S~D -l for k > 12, with 1 = k -12.
According to commutation relation (3), (15) becomes nC2zDSt~D-I = nC2zDSt~D-1 hE.
The fight-hand sides of (14) and (16) have the general form of (11). Therefore, (12) allows us to derive the rotation determining the orientation of the potential parent from (14):
and from (16) by taking commutation relation (3) and group properties into account:
As remarked in §2, it is obvious that (17) and (18) define the same orientation. Therefore, one can restrict the study_ to 11 misorientations defined by (14), in which S~ belongs to the set of rotations (4). As a matter of fact, in order to form these 11 misorientations and without loss of generalit),, Gj can be fixed to Gt = DEG = DG and G i to Gi = DS~'G for 2 < i < 12.
For each value of i (2 < i < 12), the misorientation is characterized by
At this stage, one observes the important following fact: depending on S~, one can find remarkable identities of the right-hand side of (19). These identities, which, when they exist, are
are summarized in Table 3 . The right-hand side of (20) corresponds to the general case described by (11). Therefore, for a triplet S~, S~ and Sk~ that solves (20), Table 3 also shows, in accordance with (12), a rotation that characterizes a corresponding potential parent /~ orientation:
or a symmetrically equivalent rotation:
Each single misorientation DS~D -I generated by a symmetry element S/~ leads at least to the common solution A-G, which determines the orientation of the parent /~ crystal. But symmetry rotation CC2z, which defines initial misorientation DcC2~D -I, leads to three solutions A, B, C according to the corresponding remarkable identities. One also observes that misorientation DcC~4 D -1 [DCC34 D -1 defines the same misorientation; compare (11) and (11')] leads to solutions A and D. One can easily deduce from Table 3 that the intersection of any two sets of potential solutions is always restricted to the unique orientation A. Thus, in the worst case, the parent fl orientation is always obtained from two different misorientations, obtained by measuring three different variants. Therefore, the general method consists of finding the solutions given by two misorientations deduced from three different variants. Then, the parent orientation corresponds to the common solution.
As already remarked, misorientation D¢C2zD -i, which leads to three potential parents, corresponds to the fact that two hexagonal variants that differ from each other by a rotation of 10.53 ° [2 arctan(1/21/2) -n/3] around their common c axis support three different (110) planes corresponding to three different cubic orientations as shown in Fig. 1 .
Misorientation Dcc~-4 D-1 cannot be easily represented by a figure as in case 1. Nevertheless one observes that c axes form an angle of 60 °, whereas a axes form an angle of 109.47 ° .
Practical hints
All operations described by (1) to (20) are realized by the corresponding products of matrices. For example, the product of matrices GIG2 corresponds to rotation G1 followed by rotation G2:
In the case of strict misorientation relations with no measurement error, relations of type (11) 
where I is the identity matrix. The main point is the possibility of encountering small deviations around the Burgers relation and measurement errors in exploitation of electron back-scattering patterns. In such circumstances, (24) must be replaced by eQ-I = T = VRV -l, 
it is possible to select a result when the deviation angle 09 is lower than a given value (generally we choose 5°).
Concluding remarks
The method we have developed to determine the orientation of a parent fl crystal is very useful for assessing the texture of polycrystals in the hightemperature state. We have shown that three different 0t variants always allow us to determine the parent fl orientation. This number is reduced to two for specific misorientations between the 0t variants. This method can be used when the boundaries of the former hightemperature fl grains are still well contoured, and even if the boundaries are uncertain, since the method proceeds by testing the correlations of variants inherited from one crystal. When the correlation does not occur, no fl orientation is found. Consequently, one has to increase the number of orientation determinations of platelets. This describes the actual situation in which the orientations of 0t platelets obtained by processing electron backscattering patterns are stored and then analysed. Nowadays, one could also implement in the electron-backscattering-pattern processing additional on-line program codes, dedicated to finding the orientation of the parent directly by correlating different inherited orientations.
